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INTRODUCTION. The graph realizability of a distance matrix D has 
been extensively studied in recent years (see Krum [5] for the practical 
interest of the subject: location of certain services within a community, 
etc.). 
Hakimi and Yau [1], Boesch [4] (cited in [5]), and SmolenskiI [6] gave 
constructions to obtain a tree realization of D when it exists. Krum [5] 
tests the tree realizability by examining the columns (or rows) of D and 
Zaretzkit [7] proves a necessary and sufficient condition for the tree 
realizability, but in [7] and in [6] the distance matrices considered have 
integer entries. 
Here we prove a necessary and sufficient condition for the tree realiza- 
bility of any distance matrix in terms of its 4 • 4 principal submatrices, 
Thus a graph is here related to its subgraphs with respect to the existence 
or non-existence of a certain property, an avenue of approach to graph 
theory already emphasized by Zykov [8]. 
Concepts to be used are defined in [1] and [2]. A general reference is [3]. 
TREE REALIZABILITY OF 3 • 3 AND 4 • 4 DISTANCE MATRICES. It is 
implied by the Hakimi-Yau method that any 3 • 3 distance matrix has 
a tree realization. In fact, considering the unique 3-vertex-3-arc ealization 
of such a matrix, either one of the arcs is redundant or an elementary 
reduction cycle may be performed. 
In the case of 4 • 4 distance matrices we can prove: 
LEMMA 1. .,4 necessary and su~cient condition for  a given 4 • 4 
distance matrix to have a tree realization is that for  some permutation 
v~ , vj , vk, vh o f  the external vertices vl , v2 , v3 , v4 the following system 
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of six linear equations in the five unknowns i, j, k, h, m (do not confuse 
subscripts with unknowns) 
,+ j  = d .  
k + h = dk~ 
m + i + k = di~ 
m + i + h = dih 
mq- j+k=d;k  
m + j + h = dj~ 
(1) 
has a solution in non-negative numbers where we allow either m to be zero 
or m and one of the unknowns i, j, k, h to be zero, or at most two of these 
unknowns i, j, k, h to be zero (but m ~7- 0). 
REMARKS. For the sake of brevity we refer to this system as system 
S(ijkh) and say such a solution is of class S. Compatibility of systems 
like (I) always means compatibility in S, or S-compatibility. The set 
of all permutations (ijkh) of the subscripts may be split into three equi- 
valence classes: systems of each class either have a solution in S or have 
none. Due to the symmetry of distance matrices and symmetry properties 
of (1), systems S(ijkh), S(ikjh), and S(ihjk) may be taken as represent- 
atives of these classes. In each class the values of the unknowns i, j, k, h 
permutate as the subscripts, the value of m remaining fixed. 
V.i, V k V.i, V k 
4, k 
v~ Type I Vh V. V h Type II 
Tn, 'b, ~, k, h > 0 vn= O; i,, j, k, h ~- 0 
V k vj( 
Type III Vh 
lm=~i:O; ~, k, h> 0 
V k 
vs v. y 
o c. j 
v h 
Type I7 
j=Oirn, ~, k, h > 0 
v~ v~ v k v h 
~, m h 
Type V 
j=k=O; ~,,h, m > 0 
Fm~ 1 
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PROOF: The sufficiency is obvious. If (1) is S-compatible a tree of one 
of the types I to V (Fig. I) realizes the matrix D ----- {d~j}. 
To prove the necessity suppose D has a normal (i.e., without internal 
vertices of degree less than 3, see [2]) tree realization t, t has 4 external 
vertices and at most 2 internal ones. Hence types I to V (Fig. 1) are the 
only acceptable tree realizations of D and for each type there is an 
S-solution to (1) with a suitably chosen permutation of the external 
vertices. 
Another useful result: 
LEMMA 2. I f  the first five equations of (1) have a (unique) solution 
in S with m ~ 0 which does not satisfy the sixth equation, then the 
4 x 4 matrix whose entries are the right members of (1) has no tree 
realization. 
PROOF: Since (1) is precisely system S(ijkh), to prove this lemma 
it is enough to show that neither S(ikjh) nor S(ihjk) is S-compatible. 
In fact, compatibility of the first five equations of S(ijkh) implies 
di~ + dkn + 2m = d~h + djk. (2) 
If S(ikjh) is compatible and we denote by a,,  ai, ak, an, a,~ the values 
of the unknowns, the structure of S(ikjh) and (2) yield 
a,~ + a, + a~ + a,~ + ak + an + 2m = a,~ + a, + ah + a,~ + a~ + a~ ; 
hence m = 0 against he hypothesis. 
Analogously, if we assume compatibility of S(ihjk) and denote by 
b~, b,, bk, bh, b,~ the value of the unknowns, the structure of S(ihjk) 
and (2) yield 
b i+b,+b,~+bk+bh+b,~+2m=b,+bh+bj  +be;  
hence bm =- -m < 0, a contradiction. S(ihjk) is not compatible too 
and the lemma is proved. 
TREE REALIZABILITY OF n X n DISTANCE MATRICES. We proceed 
now to the general case, and prove: 
THEOREM 1. A necessary and sufficient condition for a given n • n 
distance matrix D to be realizable as a tree t is that all its 4 • 4 principal 
submatrices have a tree realization. 
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PROOF: The necessity is obvious. It is a consequence of the definitions 
used and well-known results that any subtree t* (formed by 4 external 
vertices and the paths connecting them, redundant internal vertices to be 
excluded) realizes the 4 • 4 principal submatrix of D whose entries are 
the distances between the 4 external vertices of t*. 
As regards the sufficiency we prove it by showing how to construct a 
tree which realizes D. To this purpose we start with any 4 • 4 principal 
submatrix (which is realizable as a tree) and successively obtain from a 
normal tree realization t' of a (p -- I) • (p - I) principal submatrix 
D' of D with external vertices vx ,..., v~_l a normal tree realization t" of 
thep • p principal submatrix D" corresponding tovertices t'~ ..... %_~, %. 
The order according to which the vertices are taken into consideration 
is immaterial since t is unique [1, Theorem 3] and moreover it does not 
affect the proof. The tree t" always results from t' by connecting some 
point x of t' with the new vertex v~ by a single arc of weight w~x ~ 0 
(w~ = 0 corresponds to insertion of v~ in some arc of t'); hence, for t" to 
realize D", it must be possible to find x and w~x such that, for any 
v~ (i = 1 ..... p -- 1), d~ equates the sum of the wbights in the path 
connecting v~ to v~ in t". If such a point x cannot be found, the existence 
of a 4 • 4 principal submatrix of D without a tree realization may be 
deduced as a consequence and so the theorem will be proved. Details 
are as follows: 
Let t' be defined as above. Take any three external vertices of t', 
say v~, v j ,  Vk and the new vertex to be added v~ altogether. Their associated 
4 • 4 submatrix D4 has a tree realization by the hypothesis, and so there is 
a point xl somewhere in the paths connecting vi, vj, t'k (eventually xl 
coincides with one of these vertices) and a weight w~x, ~ 0 such that 
connecting v~ and x~ by a single arc of weight w~x 1 distances between 
vertices v~, vj, vk, v~ are realized and a tree realization of D 4 is obtained. 
(Notice that w~xl----0 corresponds to Xl ~ v~; however, it is never 
% --~ xx =-- v~ since d~ ~ 0 for distinct vertices v~ and v~). 
Now xx is the center of either v~, %,  v~ or v~, %,  vk according to its 
belonging to path C(v~, v~) or C(v~, vk). (Its belonging to both paths 
requires xx--= vi and does no harm. By center we mean the unique 
vertex of degree higher than one in the tree realization of a 3 • 3 distance 
matrix. See [2].) Suppose without loss of generality Xl is the center 
of v~, vj, v~. If t,~ is a distinct vertex of t' and d~ does not equate the 
weight sum in the path connecting vq to % let Yl be the center of v~, vj, vq 
and examine the consequences of this assumption. 
Suppose xx :~ y~ and set c~ = m. (C~b denotes the weight sum in 
the path from a to b. See [2].) Considering vertices v~, v~, v v , v~ (Fig. 2) 
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and the paths connecting them, a system S(iqjp) can be written whose 
first five equations have the unique S-solution: 
m = c~y a, i ---- min(c,,~ a , c,,~t), p = c~, ,  
j = min(c,j~x, c~j,t), q = c,~o. 
These values do not satisfy the sixth equation. Hence, by Lemma 2, 
the 4 • 4 principal submatrix corresponding to these vertices has no 
tree realization, against he hypothesis. V~vj v~,~v~ 
Vq Vp V k d//' " -Vp 
vq 
FIGURE 2 Flotr~ 3 
Now suppose xx = yx. 
1st assumption: vq and one of the vertices v~, v~., vk, say vk, exist 
in the same xx-rooted branch of t" but one of the other two, say v~, lies 
in a distinct xx-rooted branch (Fig. 3). 
Let y~ be the center of  vk, vq, vj. 
I f  xx 5& Y2 the submatrix corresponding to vertices v~, Vq, vj, v~ is 
not tree realizable as can be seen by setting 
j : c~, j ,  p = c~1, ~ , m = c~lv, :~ 0, 
k = c~,~, k and q = c~,,v~, 
and applying Lemma 2 to system S(jpkq). 
I f  xx = Y2 it must be either Xl = vg or Xl = vq by the definition of  
center (Fig. 4). xt ---- v~ is a particular case of  our 3rd assumption (see 
below), x~ = vq implies d~q = w~,  = w~,  this being against the 
hypothesis on d~.  
2nd assumption: vq, v~, v~ and vj lie in the same xl-rooted branch 
(Fig. 5). This assumption is to exclude, since we are supposing xt = Yt 
and yt is the center of  v~, v~, vq. 
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Vq 
V. 
/ vp 
v k 
FIGURE 4 
v k vs v , i .~ j  
Vq / vk ~,, Vp 
vj Vq 
Fmtra~ 5 Fmu~ 6 
3rd assumption: vq belongs to a xl-rooted branch distinct from those 
containing v~, vj and vk. (The case in which one of these vertices is 
coincident with xl is included here.) 
Consider vertices vi, vi, v~, vo and set (Fig. 6) 
i = c~,=~, j = c~j~, p = c%=~, q = c~.=~. (3) 
As we suppose d~q =~- p + q, it is either > or < in this formula. 
Let d~ > p + q. xx being the center of  v~, vj, v~ and v~, v~, vq we can 
write: 
dij = i + j, 
diq= i + q, 
d~ = i + p, (4) 
dja= j-q- q, 
dj~ = j+p,  
d~q > p + q. 
From (4) we have 
d~q + d~ -- d .  < d~q (5) 
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and 
(6) 
There is no tree realization of the submatrix corresponding tov~, vj, v~, vq. 
In fact, if we suppose S(ipjq) to be compatible, we obtain, from (5), 
i -q -q+m+j+p+m-- i  j m<p+q+m,  
which is absurd. Analogously, compatibility of S(ijpq) and (5) yields 
a~ § aa + am + aj + a ,  + a m - -  a~ - -  a~ < a,  + a a ; 
hence am < 0, which is absurd too. And compatibility of S(iqjp) and (6) 
yields 
b i+b~+bm+b~+bq+bm--b i - -b j - -bm<b~+bq+b, , ,  
still an absurdity. 
Thus we are left with the hypothesis d~ < p + q. 
Retaining the definition (3) for i, j, p, and q, we now obtain a system 
analogous to (4) in which the > sign is substituted by a < sign. 
Define 
m' = (p § q -- d~)/2, 
p' = (d~q + p -- q)t2, 
q' = (d~q + q --p)12. 
These values together with i, j defined by (3) form a solution of class S 
to a system S(ijp'q') whenever d~q > [p -- q t. This inequality is always 
satisfied since the hypothesis d~ <IP - -q  I=  P - -q  (suppose q <p 
without loss of generality) and (4) together give d~,q - q -q- i < p -q- i; 
hence d~ § dq~ < d~, which is not possible when D is a distance matrix 
[1, Theorem 1]. 
When this is the case, take in the path C(xl, vq) a new vertex x~ such 
that C(xl, x2) = m'. Delete arc (v~, xl) and set a new one (v~, x2) of 
weight w%~ ~ p'. Clearly c~ = q' and d~ = w%~, + c~,~, and all 
distances from v~ to any vertex of xa-rooted branches distinct from that 
containing vq (and x2), remain unaltered. 
Eventually we may have to repeat this reasoning, giving to vertices 
v~, v~, vq or vj, v~, vq of center x2 the role played so far by vertices 
v,, vj, v~ of center Xx 9 This proves the sufficiency part of Theorem 1; 
after at most a finite number of iterations we obtain t" from t'. At any 
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stage, if  some vertex vr of t '  exists such that d,r does not equate the 
weight sum in the path C(v~, vr), i.e., if 
d,~ ~ w~t_  1 + c~,_~ r , 
either the existence of four vertices whose distances are not tree realizable 
must be admitted or a point x, can be found and a new arc (v~, xi) can be 
introduced such that 
d~r = w~,  + c~,~. 
The distances between v~ and vertices of other x~-rooted branches not 
containing v, are left undisturbed. Moreover x~ and v~ belong to the 
same x~_~-rooted branch and every x~ is an internal vertex. So the procedure 
is finite and the last x~ is the x we wanted to find. 
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